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When may a p-dimensional matrix be written as a sum of p nonnegative 
integral matrices, where the sum of the entries of certain hyperplanes of 
each summand matrix is bounded below? A “local” condition is proved 
equivalent to the existence of such a decomposition. The dual theorem for 
the existence of upper-bounded decompositions is given, and a theorem on 
the existence of decompositions which are simultaneously upper and lower 
bounded is proven. Hall’s theorem on the existence of systems of distinct 
representatives is shown to be equivalent to the two-dimensional version 
of the main theorem applied to O-1 incidence matrices. 
Although the most accessible statement of the results is in terms of matrix 
decompositions, matrix structure does not contribute to their proofs, which 
do not use matrix terminology. The formulation of the results in matrix 
terminology will be made clear in Section 2. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let IZ and p be fixed positive integers. For each i, I < i < p, let 
Hi = {Hi(j) 1 1 < j < ni> be a partition of (1, 2,..., n}, and let ci be a vector 
having nonnegative integral component c,(j), 1 < j < n, . We shall refer to 
these vectors collectively as c. 
Q = (Qi / 1 < i < p> is a system if each Qi is a subset of (1, 2,..., IZ~>. 
Q is denoted (pi). For systems Q = (Qi) and R = (RJ we define Q < R 
if Qi _C R, , 1 < i ,( p. The collection of systems ordered by < is a Boolean 
algebra; Q v R, Q A R, Q - R, and Qc refer to the systems (Qi U RJ, 
CQi n &I, (Qi - &I, and (U, L.., ?zi> - QJ, respectively. We shall use UQ 
and nQ to refer to the sets {k I j E Qi E Q and k E Hi(j) for some i and j} 
and (k / for all i, 1 < i < p, there is a j E Qi with k E H,(j)), respectively. 
(Alternatively, U {Hz(j) I j E Qi E Q for some i] and fJ (U (Hi(j) 1 j E Qil 
I 1 < i e P)). 
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Suppose X = {x1, x2 ,..., x,} is an ordered set of nonnegative integers 
and S = (SJ is a system. Then Cvs X, Ens X, and Es c denote 
C (xk ! k E lJ S}, C {xlc 1 k E n S}, and C (q(j) j j E Si E S}, respectively. 
CXandCcdenoteC{x,I1<k<n}andC{ci(j)/l<j<ni,l <i<pp). 
Notice that Cvs X + J&c X = C X. Finally, we say that S is tight in X 
if&.X= Csc. 
In what follows, let us suppose X = (xi , x2 ,..., x,> to be an ordered set 
of (not necessarily distinct) nonnegative integers. 
LEMMA. Suppose Cvs X > Cs c for aM systems S. Suppose R and Q 
are systems tight in X. Then R v Q and R A Q are tight in X. Furthermore, 
if 0 < xlc E X and k is a member of both u Q and u R, then k belongs to 
U CR A Qh 
Proof. Let v = C {xk j k E (lJ R) n (lJ Q)}. By hypothesis, 
and 
21 > 2 x>,cc 
U(R/.Q) RAQ 
~c+~c-v=yzRx+~Qx-v= 2 x> >7 c. 
u(RvQ) RvQ 
It follows that D = C RAQ c, R A Q and R v Q are tight in X, and the last 
sentence of the lemma holds. 
COROLLARY. Suppose Cvs X 3 &- c for all systems S. Then there is 
a unique system maximal with respect to being tight in X. If 0 < xk E X and 
ifk E u S for some system S tight in X, then there is a unique system R minimal 
with respect to being tight in X and k E u R. If Q and R are d@j?erent minimal 
tight systems and if k E u Q and k E t) R, then xlC = 0. 
X is said to be a lower c-bounded decomposition (upper c-bounded decom- 
position) if there are ordered sets Xi = {xij / 1 <j < IZ>, I < i ,< p, of 
(not necessarily distinct) nonnegative integers such that 
xj = C {xii / 1 < i < p}, 1 <j<n, 
and such that 
C {xik I k E f&(i)) > (<I c<(j), I <j<ni, 1 ,<i<p. 
WewriteX=X,$X,+...+X,. 
THEOREM 1. X has a lower c-bounded decomposition if and only if 
~p;c fey all systems S. c*> 
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Proof. The necessity of (*) is clear. Sufficiency is proved by induction 
onCX. 
The truth of the theorem is clear in the case C X = 0. Assume now that X 
and c satisfy property (*) and that for every set of nonnegative vectors d 
and for every ordered set of nonnegative integers having smaller sum than X 
and satisfying property (*) there is a lower d-bounded decomposition. We 
may assume 0 < x1 If there is no tight system Q such that 1 E U Q, then 
X’ = 1x1 - I ) x2 ,...) x,} satisfies property (*) and has a lower c-bounded 
decomposition which can be easily modified to provide a lower c-bounded 
decomposition for X. If 1 E U S for some tight system S, let Q = (QJ be 
the unique system minimal with respect to being tight and 1 E lJ Q. By 
relabeling we may assume 1 E H,(l) and 1 E Q, . Observe that c,(l) > 0, 
since otherwise the system S = (SJ defined by S1 = {I} and S,+l = m 
denies (*). Let d be the collection of vectors which differs from c only in 
that d,(l) = c,(l) - 1. We claim that X’ = (x1 - 1, x2 ,..., x,} has property 
(*) relative to the vectors d. For if not, let R = (RJ be a system such that 
CUR X’ < CR d. Since 
it follows that CR c = CVR X and that 1 E lJ R. By the minimality of Q, 
R > Q from which we get 1 E R, and CR c = CR d + 1. This contradiction 
proves the claim that X’ has property (*) relative to the vectors d. The induc- 
tive hypothesis provides a lower d-bounded decomposition of X’; call it 
X’ = Y, + Y, + ... + Y, . Adding 1 to yri provides a lower c-bounded 
decomposition of X. 
A similar argument establishes the following dual theorem. 
THEOREM 2. X has an upper c-bounded decomposition if and only if 
Ens X < Es c for all systems X. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose c,(j) < d<(j), 1 < j < 12~ , 1 < i < p. Jf X has an 
upper d-bounded decomposition and a lower c-bounded decomposition, then 
X bus a decomposition which is simultaneously upper d and lowet c bounded. 
Proof. Under the hypothesis of the theorem, C c < C X < C d. If 
xc < xx then there must be an i and a j such that c,(j) < di(j) and X has 
a lower e-bounded decomposition where e differs from c only in that 
e,(j) = ci(j) + I. For if not, then for every i and j with c,(j) < di(j) there 
must be a system S such that j E Si E S and Cvs X = Es c. If Q is the unique 
system maximal with respect to Cva X = Co c and if Qc = (R& then 
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c,(j) = di(j) whenever j E Ri E Qc; that is, CoC d = xQC c. This state of 
affairs may not arise, for we would have 
The foregoing argument assures the existence of vectors e with the following 
properties: c,(j) < e,(j) < di(j) for all i and j, X has a lower e-bounded 
decomposition, and C e = C X. If X = X1 + ... + X, is any lower 
e-bounded decomposition, then it must also be upper d bounded, because 
for all i and j. 
2. HALL'S THEOREM 
Suppose M is a O-l m by m matrix. A collection of 1 entries of M which 
includes exactly one entry from each row and column is called a transuersal 
of M. The celebrated theorem of Hall [l] on the existence of systems of 
distinct representatives has the following well-known formulation in terms 
of O-I matrices: M has a transversal if and only if each set of k rows has 
l’s in at least k columns. This theorem may be obtained from Theorem 1 
by taking p = 2, IZ = 19, and X to be the entries of M ordered in some 
fashion. Let HI and Hz be the partitions of {I, 2,..., n> induced by the division 
of X into rows and columns, respectively. For each i, 1 < F’ < m, define 
cl(i) to be one less than the number of 1 entries in the ith row of M, and 
define q(i) = 1. It is clear that X = X1 + X, is a lower c-bounded decompo- 
sition if and only if X, is a transversal. By Theorem 1, M has a transversal 
if and only if every set of I columns has at least I- k entries outside any set 
of k rows; equivalently, if the m - k remaining rows have entries in at least 
nz - k columns. 
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